
Remember to check  
your cylinders regularly! 
Thank you for purchasing a Nortec humidi�er. Over forty years ago, we saw 
the need for a humidi�er design that would end the time-consuming and 
costly maintenance that was required by other humidi�ers. The main problem 
to overcome was to easily remove the minerals that are left behind when 
water is boiled. At the same time, a humidi�er was needed to produce clean 
steam and maintain long-term e�cient operation. 

The Nortec electrode steam humidi�er, with disposable cylinder, meets all of 
the above criteria. 

As clean steam is produced, the minerals that are in the water remain in the 
steam generating cylinder and are periodically removed through the automatic 
drain system. Nortec’s patented auto-adaptive control system is designed to 
produce 100% of rated output capacity right up until end of cylinder life. At 
this time, the cylinder is easily removed and replaced with a new clean cylinder. 

While other humidi�ers must be totally disassembled for cleaning and require 
hazardous acids to remove the minerals, the cylinder in your Nortec humidi�er 
is easily removed and replaced. Since the cylinders are produced of inert 
plastics and retain only the water borne minerals, disposal problems are at a 
minimum. 

This ease of cleaning and cylinder replacement is one of the main features that 
helps reduce customer maintenance costs. It allows optimum service from the 
humidi�er and keeps the time required for maintenance to a minimum.

 ■ Low cost

 ■ Clean

 ■ Easy maintenance

AU T H O R I Z ED  A G EN T

Humidi�cation and Evaporative Cooling

Replacement Cylinders

NT1519002  Cylinder 202, 005-010, 110-277/1 
NT1519020   Cylinder 321/301, 020, 208-277/1 
NT1519023   Cylinder 303, 020, 208-240/3 
NT1519031  Cylinder 311, 020, 440-600/3 
NT1519040  Cylinder 421/403, 030, 208-240/3 
NT1519051  Cylinder 411, 030, 440-600/3 
NT1519080  Cylinder 621/601,050-200, 208240 
NT1519085  Cylinder 605,100 & 200, 440-480/3 
NT1519087  Cylinder 607, 050-075, 440-600, 100, 575 
NT1519702  Cylinder 102, 005, 208-240/1

Replacement Cylinder Part Numbers


